Rotation of Scanner’s Mirror in MEMS Dimensions with the Use of Lorentz Law
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Abstract

In this project we study a kind of scanner in micro dimensions in which it includes three frames also the third frame is considered as fixed surface and the two others are including two separate coils that electric current enters it and when we expose this electric current in a magnetic field under a specific conditions then with the use of Lorentz Force law we can cause the rotation of the frame and mirror’s surface accordingly.

Discussed field in this project has a magnitude of between 0.2-4 Tesla in which this magnetic field has no destructive effect on human body also the electric current has a magnitude of between 0.001-0.14 Amper in which the maximum obtained rotation angle is equal to ±54.49724 degree from the mirror. This plan with the lower number in coil with a design in smaller dimensions (micrometer) is simulated with a more different design and the result was acceptable so it has been much favored for its medical capabilities.

Frames are linked together with SU-8 polymer in which this polymer has been used because of its appropriate softness and bending.
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1. Introduction

Today’s demand of market, industry and medical science in the field of MEMS caused that instruments and micro tools has been attracted much interest.

Mirrors in micro dimensions has got the most industrial and medical applications so it has caused to much discuss about the rotation of the micro mirrors, methods and specific applications.

In this article we discuss about the rotation of the mirror with the use of Lorentz Force law and SU-8 polymer.

SU-8 is used as a negative braopoly contextual photoresistor. This polymer is very viscous which can rotate or can extend over 1 to 300 micrometer or more. The reason we use SU-8 polymer in this plan is the specific features of this polymer which can cause rotation, bending and high flexibility.

This project consists of three frames in which the third frame is static and fixed and all the three frames are linked together with SU-8 polymer and from the inside of SU-8 polymer a narrow wire is used to deliver electric current to inside of the frames. According to Lorentz law when we expose a wire which has electric current into the magnetic field then there would appear a force in direction like the Figure below and magnitude of this force is calculated as below equation.

\[ F = I \times L \times B \]

Figure 1. Lorentz law for current-carrying wire which expose in a magnetic field
According to this introduction we have three items to study the electric force in which the first item is L or the length of the wire but in case of this project because we can’t change the length of the wire so we don’t study wire length and its changes so the other two items are electric current and electric field that we study electric field and scale of the electric field changes on the scale of micro mirror rotation in here.

The range of electric field we study here is in between 0.2-5 Tesla in which has not showed destructive effect on human body or organisms and is used in MRI and CT instruments.

This project has been designed in Solidwork software and it has been reviewed in comsol software which is strong and multi physics software.

2. Manufacturing Steps

The third frame is made from Si3N4 in which the reason of selection is its high density and also its non-conductive feature so through this frame the electric current can enter the first and second frames.

For surface (plate) of the first and second frames we use three layers as per Figure 2

![Figure 2. Plate of first and second frame which consist of a 20 micrometer width layer of silicon and two layers of 2 micrometer from silicon oxide. Length and width of first frame is shown in Figure. 2](image)

![Figure 2. Length and width of first frame which is a square of 50 micrometer each side. Length and width of second frame is demonstrated in Figure 3.](image)

![Figure 3. length and width of the second frame which is square and the inside square of 70 micrometer and outside square is 150 micrometer each side.](image)

Project’s external view is like Figure 4.

![Figure 4. external view of project together with three frames and mirror and electric current input wires](image)
On the plate surface of first and second frames we cover 20 micrometer of SU-8 layer and then we use four numbers of coil on the surface to pass electric current wires made from gold and this is because of its conductivity and electric resistance and we can use other electric conductors which if we use other material then we can see the results will change.

![Figure 5. In right side the coil of the first frame and in left side the coil of the first and second frame as the main plan are showed](image)

We cover the coil with SU-8 polymer. To make mirror, in the center of the first frame a gold surface is used in the center so that it can work as micro mirror.

The coil of the first frame and coil of the second frame are independent and separated from each other and transfer from SU-8 lobes and separately from first and second to third frame also exits from third frame to join resource and input of electric current.

Section form coefficient which is introduced as $\xi$ is obtained from below equation in which $l$, $b$ and $a$, are cross section, length and width of torsional rod of SU-8 and $G$ is the shear elasticity module which for SU-8 polymer is equal to 2.056 Pa that is 3 percent of silicon article as bulk.

$$\xi = \frac{1}{3} \left( 1 - \frac{192 b_x}{\pi^2} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{(2n-1)^2} \tanh \left( \frac{2n-1}{2} \pi \frac{a_x}{b_x} \right) \right) \quad (2-1)$$

Which generated torque is shown by $K_x$ and is obtained from below equation

$$K_x = \frac{\xi_x a_x b_x^2}{l_x} G \quad (2-2)$$

And created angle by $\theta_x$ is obtained from below equation

$$\theta_x = B \frac{1}{2\sqrt{2}} \frac{R_x^2 \phi_{d\pi n_x}}{K_x} \quad (2-3)$$

Which $B$ is electric field and $R_{cx}$ is mean length of the coil and $N_x$ is the number of the coil.

By taking the span into consideration so the number of the meshes according to sensitivity of each section are divided into three types which we will face with 1149556 meshes in network’s independency.

3. Conclusion

Passing of the force through coil of the first and second frame and existence of electric field cause to creation of the Lorentz force and created Lorentz force will be as below Figure’s diagram.
By creating force in first and second frame it will cause rotation in first and second frame in which this rotation in frame will cause the rotation of the mirror. Rotation of the mirror in different fields and in input current of 0.01 Amper is like below.

And in fields of 2, 3 and 4 Tesla and with a increase in current will be like below which the maximum of the angle in field of 4 Tesla and current of 0.14 Amper will happen and the mirror will rotate as $\pm 54.49724$. 

Figure 6. Lorentz force on the first and second frame in field of 0.2-4 Tesla

Figure 7. Changes of first and second frame’s angle in 0.001 Amper current and field of 0.2-4 Tesla

Figure 8. Vertical axis is angle and horizontal axis is electric current in the fixed field of 2 Tesla and diagram of first and second frames angle changes is different in electric currents
Figure 9. Vertical axis is angle and horizontal axis is electric current in fixed field of 3 Tesla and diagram of first and second frames angle changes is different in electric currents.

Figure 10. Vertical axis is angle and horizontal axis is electric current in fixed field of 4 Tesla and diagram of first and second frames angle changes is different in electric currents.

Figure 11. Amount of mirror surface changes in the field of 4 Tesla and between the current of 0.001-0.14 Amper Resonance frequency, is the frequency in which there is the maximum rotation in frame and diagram in this
frequency in first and second frame is like below which it will happen for first frame in frequency of 30 Hz and for second frame in 25 Hz and because the coil of first and second frame will separate so in this plan we can apply for two different frequencies.

![Graph showing frequency response to angle changes amount in two internal and external frames](image)

**Figure 12. Frequency response to angle changes amount in two internal and external frames**

**Suggestions**

Having micro dimensions is one of the features of this project and it has high medical and industrial applications also it will provide the rotation of micro mirror in micro dimensions which will capable of designing scan in small dimensions with high precision and other feature of this plan is the study of magnetic field in the fields that are used in CT scans and MRI instruments and human body and organisms can tolerate in this magnetic field and on the other hand this is the low resonance frequency of this plan and the maximum rotation of the mirror is in the ±54.49724 angle. Due to importance of scanner and amount of mirror’s rotation and also in case of economic view we can use other conductors like aluminum, copper or other conductors than gold.
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